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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Héctor has contributed to the dictionary with 11 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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autos
Orders in law mean "resolutions" and can be appeals against orders, incidental issues, procedural presuppositions,
nullity of the procedure Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be decision of a judge, acceptance of a claim

chingazo
According to the RAE, chingadazo is a strong blow.  In the North of Mexico the meaning has contracted and the
expression chingazo is used

cogollos
The bud is the part of the plants that is born from the stem, it is used to refer to those leaves that are tight. 

dónde se encuentra el floema
The phloem circulates inside the plants helped by the cells of the parenchyma that help it distribute nutrients throughout
the plant.

hidrobiologa
It is the science that studies biological systems in inland waters

ius sanguinis
The Coincidence of Neighborliness in Parents or Parents (ius Sanguinis) in relation to nationality, civil neighborhood and
domicile. 

las nieves del tiempo en su cabeza
"The Snows of Time on His Head" is a literary way of referring to gray hair. 

los burros por delante
In the last century, it was a rule of etiquette, not grammar, to mention the interlocutor or third parties before oneself; it
was like "you and me," or "them and us."  When someone reversed the order by saying, for example: "me and you", it
was considered a lack of education and, by putting the "I" first, it was said that he put "the donkeys ahead"

luna lunera
Lunera : Disease to ailment that manifests itself in the person from time to time. 

preemergencia
In agriculture, mainly in grain production, the term pre-emergence is used to refer to the stage between germination and
the time when the plant leaves the soil.

premercado
In the pre-market stock market refers to the operations of securities, which are carried out before the opening of the
session on the exchange.  It was first used in U.S. markets and is known as Pre Market.  The grammatical rule in
English says that prefixes must be attached to the word . 


